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Sierra Instructions to Speakers: 

Look at what your region has in front of it; 
cover what can be done now & in the near future 
to fix the problem.
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• NOTHING implemented in the near term (10 years?) 
will fix the problems of the Caloosahatchee.

WHY? (we can fix the problem by reversing these failures)

1. Because politicians have proposed nothing that will 
actually fix the Caloosahatchee’s problems:

� 60,000 EAA acres (only enough for St Lucie high flows)

Purchase additional lands for storage & treatment.

� C-43 Reservoir (only 30% of low flow deficit)

Change LORS to deliver more Lake O water in dry season.
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WHY nothing being done now will fix the problem…

2. Because some of what was previously agreed 
(in CERP, 2000) are not on the projects horizon:

� Water Quality Treatment Facility

� Caloosahatchee Estuary Sediment Dredging

� Aquifer Storage & Recovery

3. Because some of what has been implemented 
are not yet delivering significant improvements:

� BMAP (urban water quality improvement)

� Dispersed Storage (SFWMD Inspector General report)

� BMPs (ag runoff nutrient inflows to Lake O)



Estuary Bottom Sediments

AFFILIATE



WHY nothing being done now will fix the problem…

4. Because government has neglected its primary 
responsibility to make good rules and enforce them:

� Water Quality Regulations
� Development Regulations
� Water Use Permitting
� Minimum Flows & Levels
� Amendment 1 Land Purchases

5. Because the problems identified 30 years ago are 
being replaced by new problems which require 
different or expanded solutions:

� Climate Change (changing rainfall patterns)

� Global Warming (changing habitats)



Phil Buchanan

(1944-2016)

Citizen enforcer of 
water quality 
regulations in the 
Caloosahatchee 
Estuary, leading 
legal actions on 
City of Cape Coral 
violations.



WHY nothing being done now will fix the problem…

Problems identified 30 years ago are being replaced by:

� Climate Change (changing rainfall patterns)

Statistically, the 13 

inches of rainfall in 

Jan 2016 at Ft 

Myers would be 

expected only once 

every 1000 years.

Approximate regional avg



WHY nothing being done now will fix the problem…

Problems identified 30 years ago are being replaced by:

� Climate Change, Global Warming, Sea Level Rise

Question: What are most 

urgent battles facing the 

waterkeepers today?

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.

Waterkeeper President:

We have a lot of priorities, 

including making agriculture 

sustainable by ending this 

very destructive and polluting 

transition to factory farming 

and away from family farms. 

But I think the single biggest 

battle is climate change.



� Farming or Tourism? (cheap & simplistic farming, energy &  

development externalizes costs to other segments of society.) 

“These calls to 
purchase land south of 
Lake Okeechobee are 
not backed by science 
and are driven by 
activists that have an 
anti-farming and anti-
business agenda.”



� EAA Water Farming? (Dispersed storage has been tried elsewhere but is being 

“gamed” to make it more expensive & less effective). Science, engineering & economics 

are being used to compare options for water storage…but politics ultimately decides.



We can either 

dramatically and rapidly 

transform agriculture, 

energy, and many other 

aspects of our society or 

we can suffer the full 

range of consequences 

from our inaction.

All South Florida water 
solutions should also 
address climate change 
or the efforts are 
ultimately pointless.
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Farm or Strip Mine?
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